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STAGES IN PREPARING 
COMPETITION ENTRIES 

 Image capture 
What, where, when 
 Composition 

 Image selection 
Which will do well in which 

competition 

 Post production 
 How can I improve the image I 

have 
 Basic techniques 
 Complex techniques 

Anthony 

Pioli 

Notes 

will help 

all of 

these 



WHAT DO JUDGES LOOK FOR? 

 Depends a lot on the judge ! 

 As we all do, each will have views on what 
is good and bad 

 But there are some basics which most 
look for 

The right location, time of day and 
composition can only be secured at 

image capture stage – but what can be 
done at post production? 



FILE TYPES AND POST PRODUCTION 

Camera 

software 

Raw file jpeg file 

Camera 

software 

Raw file jpeg file 

X 

Raw 

converter 

software 

jpeg file 

TIFF and other file Image 

manipulation and 

printing software 

Camera software can be set up in different “styles” and file sizes 

Considerable image 

manipulation can be done 

in raw converter 

Prints Projected 



WHICH SOFTWARE? 

 Varies depending on: 

 whether raw or jpeg 

 personal preference 

 Software: 
 Basic editing software available in raw converters, PS 

Elements/CS and many others 

 The more expensive also have lots of other powerful features  

 Can also use specialist software (e.g. HDR, Portraits)  

 Where to find different editing tools will vary 
between software 

 This workshop aims to cover simple techniques 
which are available in most photo-editing software 

 

 

 

 

 



USE OF SOFTWARE 

 For most adjustment sliders 

 Do not overuse (unless dramatic effect required) 

 Many effect sliders work together so are best adjusted 
together 

 Each software has slightly different ways to 
achieve the same effect 

 Stick to a few pieces of software and make sure you 
become familiar with each through practice 

Most adjustments are better done on raw file 



BASIC POST PRODUCTION SEQUENCE 

 See Anthony Pioli’s notes for an expert’s view of 
what to focus on 

 Typical approach 

1. Crop and straighten image to improve composition  

2. Adjust basic exposure, contrast, brightness 

3. Adjust tonal range and saturation to add balance or 
punch 

4. Adjust or remove highlights to avoid distracting bright 
areas and ensure adequate shadow detail 

5. Mono conversion if required or 

6. Adjust colour temp/colour tone if required 

7. Cloning/spot removal to remove distracting 
elements 

8. Final sharpening and preparation for image output 

 

 



CROPPING AND BASIC CORRECTIONS 

 Make sure horizon is straight 

 Crop image to improve composition 

 Note the tighter the crop the lower the quality 

 Think about best place for the main subject (rule of thirds?) 

 Where the horizon should be (not centre of image?) or do you 
need the sky at all? 

 Would the image be better reversed (assuming no writing) 

 Adjust basic exposure so that overall not too bright 
or dark (unless this is the effect required) 

 Use Levels/Brightness in PS or “exposure” in raw 

 But see also “adding punch” section 

 



ADDING PUNCH 

Check the histogram to see how the image can be 
enhanced through 

 Levels to: 

 Use whole range of tones from black to white 

 Modify mid tones 

 Curves (not in all software) or layers/layer masks to: 

 Selectively brighten or darken certain tones within image 

 Add contrast with S curve 

 Saturation/Vibrance/Clarity 

 To boost whole image or at micro level 

 

 

 

Note however that sometimes desaturation can create 

a different mood in the image 



HIGHLIGHTS AND SHADOWS 

 Need to avoid 

 Completely burnt out areas(unless intentional) 

 Bright areas that take the eye away from the main 
subject, particularly at the edge 

 Blocked out shadow areas (i.e. solid black) again unless 
intentional silhouette effect 

 Use: 

 Highlight/shadow tool in raw 

 Masked layer with less exposure 

 Clone out highlight areas (see later) 

 Dodge and burn tool 

 Sometimes helps to add small dark vignette to 
help focus on main subject 



COLOUR/MONO CONVERSION ? 

 If a colour image  - would it help to change 
colour temp (raw only) or modify hue to remove 
colour cast? 

 Would the image look better in mono? 

 If so use B/W converter in PS or channel mixer 

 Adjust sliders to modify the lightness of the different 
colour channels 



REMOVING DISTRACTIONS 

 Use clone tool to remove small distracting 
elements or dust spots 

 Larger areas can be covered by cutting 
and pasting a new layer from another part 
of the image 



FINISHING TOUCHES 

 Use sharpening if necessary (but sparingly) 

 For print 

 Decide on which paper is best for image 

 Make sure you use the correct colour profile 

 Make sure the mage is resized properly 

 Do a small test print before the final version 

 For DPI  

 Make sure that the image is in sRGB colour space 

 Add border if required 

 Resize to correct dimensions (1400x1050 pixels) 

 Fill “spare” area in canvas using black 



When you think you have finished 

Put the image aside for a few days and 
then come back and look at it again 

with a critical eye 



Now try with your 
own images 


